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Universal statistical steganalytic method
Martin Broda, Vladimı́r Hajduk, Dušan Levický
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Novel image steganalytic method used to detection of secret message in static images is introduced in this paper. This
method is based on statistical steganalysis (SS), where statistical vector is composed by 285 statistical features (parameters)
extracted from DCT (Discrete Cosine Transformation) domain and 46 features extracted mainly from DWT (Discrete
Wavelet Transformation) domain. Classification process was realized by Ensemble classifier that was helpful in reduction of
computational and time complexity. Proposed steganalytic method was verified by detection of popular image steganographic
methods. Novel method was also compared with existing steganalytic methods by overall detection accuracy of a secret
message.
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1 Introduction
In the field of secret message, there are several basic methods of steganography. The most popular are
transformation techniques which transform cover media
to transformation domain before the embedding process.
The most popular transform ations are Discrete Cosine
Transformation (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). For instance, among these techniques belong the algorithm F5 [1] and PQ [2]. Another method
is called statistical steganography. Statistical steganography hides information in such a way that minimalizes
statistical changes after an embedding process. Methods
MB [3] or Outguess [4] can be denoted as statistical techniques of steganography.
On the other hand, there are several methods of steganalysis. Steganalysis is utilized to detect a presence of
steganography system. The first method [5] is based on
the extraction of statistical vector composed by 360 parameters, while the main part consists of Markov model
statistical parameters from transition matrices. 120 parameters are extracted from the transition matrix and
JPEG images are scanned not only by “zig-zag” form but
also vertical and horizontal scanning are utilized. Thus
the 360 parameters are the result of extraction. The classification into stego or cover object class was performed
by CNPCA method (Class-wise Non-Principal Component Analysis) [6]. The second technique [7] utilizes DWT
domain for the parameters extraction. As the parameters were chosen statistical moments of testing image
characteristic functions also calculated for the predictionversion image between testing image and its predictable
version. This method decomposes an image by 3-level
DWT transformation with Haar wavelet function. The
result is represented by 12 sub-bands. First three characteristic function moments of an image are calculated from

whole image as well as individual sub-band to give 39 parameters. Additionally, if the calculation is performed for
the predict image as well, resulting number of parameters
is increased by another 39 parameters. It means that total
length of a statistical vector is 78. This method utilizes
neural networks to perform the classification.
In comparison to the previous mentioned methods, the
presented steganalytic method extracts 285 parameters
from JPEG domain and 46 from the domain after DWT
transformation as well. It brings better detection of stego
images and makes the algorithm more universal. Results
of the detection process and comparison to the other
methods will be presented in the section Experimental
results.
2 Image steganalysis
The steganalysis is a field of information hiding and
its primary function is detection of secret message in
multimedia or detection of subliminal communication
that is defined between two participants. If the process
of steganalysis is able to reveal secret communication,
steganographic system is defined as broken and purpose
of steganography is defeated. Steganalytic method is defined as successful, when stego image can be differentiated
from cover image with higher probability as a random
guessing. Steganalysis can be supplemented by activity
of extraction secret message’s intelligence what requires
a set of techniques for further analysis and increase of
computational demands [8].
Universal statistical steganalytic methods are defined
as set of detection techniques that are independent to the
applied steganographic algorithm and achieve good detection results of embedded message that was hidden by
new or unknown steganographic methods. The block diagram of such method is illustrated in Fig. 1. The model,
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of universal statistical steganalysis
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Fig. 2. The distribution of image database

result of the training phase, is formed by Classifier. Classifier finds the parameters of the separation hyper-plane
using input statistical features extracted from cover and
stego image database. The database consists of varied images marked by diverse steganographic techniques. The
trained model is used during the testing phase. Classifier
compares the extracted features from a testing image to
determine whether it belongs to stego or cover class.
The main idea of steganalysis in static images is detection changes in statistic properties of cover image after
embedding a secret message. Therefore, the calculation
of those statistical features is very important in design of
steganalytic method.
2.1 Statistical steganalysis
The Statistical Steganalysis (SS) was implemented altogether with calibration technique proposed by Frid-

rich [9]. The general model of image steganalysis contains a database of pre-selected natural images, specifically stego images and cover images, images without secret message. The database should include images created
by a different imaging devices for the ensuring variety of
images using different spatial resolutions, preprocessing,
etc. The different types of statistical parameters from the
spatial or the transformation domain are extracted from
created image database. The selection of these parameters has a significant influence on the detection accuracy
of secret message inserted by different steganographic algorithms. On the basis of these calculated features we
can determine whether the verified image contains a secret message or not.
The basic part of the model training phase is based
on the extraction of statistical features from the image
database. This process can also include image calibration.
The testing steganalytic method uses principle of images
calibration that performs cropping of picture by 4 pixels in each direction. It results in image which has very
similar statistical features as the cover image. The group
of statistical parameters that were used in the extraction
will be described in Subsection 2.3.
Each extracted statistical feature includes information
identifier whether a given parameter is extracted from
stego or cover image or even information about using
steganographic method. This group of extracted statistical parameters is directed to classifier block. The aim
of classifier is to separate the symptoms related to stego
or cover image based on the associated information from
the previous step. The result of this process is the trained
model that is able to decide whether testing image includes secret message or not. Determining of steganographic method can be additional task in testing phase.
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2.2 Image database
An important characteristic of the input image database is to ensure diversity in terms of use of different
cameras, exposure and resolutions. Such diversity is important from the wide range of possible images coverage
point of view.
Considering that the free image databases do not offer
the necessary diversity, own input image database was
created. Description of the image set distribution is shown
in Fig. 2.
A database used for training of the various models
included 3 000 still images created by 5 different image
devices (3 conventional cameras and two mobile phones).
The image resolution is in the range from 320 × 240 px
to 192 × 1080 px. 2 500 images were selected for training phase of model and 500 images, unrelated to the images for the training, used for the model testing. In the
next step, training set was divided into 10 subsets with
250 images, where secret message with different sizes were
inserted into every subset using selected steganographic
method. The same images without secret message were
utilized as cover images in the training phase. Cover image database represented the second class for a classifier.
250 cover and 250 stego images were used for the verifying of trained model with specific steganographic method
and secret message size. These images are different from
images for the model training.
2.3 Statistical features
One of the most important part of the statistical steganalysis is represented by extraction of statistical parameters that are characterized by different values for
stego and cover images. During the development of image steganalysis, researchers analyzed different ways of
detecting secret messages in image data. The oldest methods used statistical parameters extracted from the spatial
domain. This group can include features of binary similarity measures. These statistics provide good detection
accuracy for known steganographic methods, especially
secret message embedded in the spatial domain using LSB
modification.
The steganalytic method proposed in [10] extracted 22
statistical features. As the classifier was used a method of
Support Vector Machines SVM [11]. This method showed
low detection accuracy for steganographic method using
transformation domain (mainly Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transformation
(DWT)) in the embedding process of secret message.
Therefore, research was especially focused on the selection of statistical features that would be suitable for a
high detecting accuracy of secret messages embedded by
popular steganographic method as F5, Outguess, MB and
others, as well as the newly proposed algorithms using
DCT and DWT domain. Proposed steganalytic method in
this article includes 285 statistical features extracted from
DCT domain (reasons for the selection of these statistical
parameters and more details are stated in article [12, 13])
and 46 statistical features mainly from DWT domain.

Proposed method in [13] provided low detection accuracy
of secret message embedded using DWT domain steganographic method. It will be illustrated in the experimental
results. Therefore, next statistical features extracted from
DWT domain were integrated into the training of model.
Statistical features extracted from DCT domain (described in detail in [12, 13]) are:
• global histogram from all 64 × nB (total blocks of image) DCT coefficients and local histograms in mode
(i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3)} . The central
part h−5, 5i of this histogram was selected due to maximum energy situated on this interval (66 statistical
features).
• dual histogram (99 statistical features).
• functions of intra blocking dependencies of DCT coefficients — Variation (1 statistical feature).
• integral measures of intra blocking dependence (2 statistical features).
• functions from co-occurrence matrix C of neighboring
DCT coefficients (25 statistical features).
• parameters of Markov model (81 statistical features).
The last 11 statistical features are based on inter blocking dependence. DCT image coefficients are divided into
matrices with size 64 × nB and consequently there is calculated difference between adjacent blocks of DCT coefficients on equivalent positions.
Di,j = di,j − di,j+1

(1)

where Di,j is matrix that is calculated by the difference
between all adjacent blocks of DCT coefficients using horizontal sampling. Consequently, histogram (2) is defined
from this matrix in interval h−5, 5i, where is situated his
maximum.
D = (DL , . . . , DR )
(2)
where L = mini,j,k di,j and R = maxi,j,k di,j .
By this approach we obtain a statistical vector with
the length 285 features extracted from DCT domain. As
is shown in the section experimental results, this proposed
statistical vector achieves very high detection accuracy for
steganographic methods embedded the secret message in
spatial or DCT domain, but the secret messages embedded by novel steganographic methods using DWT domain
were detected with low detection accuracy.
Therefore, 46 new statistical features extracted mainly
from DWT domain were added into statistical vector.
Third level of 2D Haar discrete wavelet transformation
(DWT) [7] is used for the extraction of statistical features
in the proposed steganalytic method. Vi (x, y), Hi (x, y)
and Di (x, y) represent detail coefficients of image in vertical, diagonal and horizontal direction while Ai (x, y) expresses approximation coefficients of specific level.
First feature is image entropy before DWT decomposition. The next 36 statistical parameters are calculated
from every direction of detail coefficients. The values of
error signals define last 9 statistical features.
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1) Image Entropy
Xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , N is random set. Its probability (1)
pi satisfies the condition
N
X

pi = 1 ,

0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

(3)

i=1

Feature
space
dim = d

Random
subspace

Base
learner B1

Random
subspace

Base
learner B2

Random
subspace
dim = dsub

Base
learner BL

Majority
decision

Shannon entropy was defined as
H (p1 , p2 , . . . , pN ) = −

N
X

pi log2 pi .

(4)

i=1

The difference between the image entropy corresponds to
the visual differences between the images. Thus the image
entropy is the attribute as image feature. The image stability trends to be determined based on entropy changes.
Smaller entropy is more stable and clearer. When different pixels have equal probability, the entropy value is
maximal.
2) DWT statistical features

n

1X
xk ,
n

(5)

k=1

n
X

1
n − 1 i=1

3 
 x − E(x)  
S(x) = E  q
 ,
Var(x)

 

Var(x) =

2
xk − E(x) ,

(6)

(7)

4

 x − E(x)  
K(x) = E  q
 .
Var(x)

(8)

3) Mean Square Error (MSE)
The goal of MSE measure is to compare two signals by
providing a quantitative score that describes the degree of
similarity or the level of error between them. Suppose that
x = {xi | i = 1, 2, . . . , N } and y = {yi | i = 1, 2, . . . , N }
are two finite-length, discrete signals (eg visual images),
where N is the number of signal samples (pixels if the
signals are images) and xi and yi are the values of the ith
samples in x and y , respectively [14]. The MSE between
the signals is defined as
MSE(x, y) =

In our case, MSE was used as definition of error signal
between approximation coefficients A(n) and detail coefficients (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) in the same
level of DWT decomposition. Decomposition coefficients
of the same level are mutually correlated,
MSE(A(n), S(n)) =

On each layer of the wavelet decomposition coefficients, the mean value (5), variance (6), skewness (7) and
kurtosis (8) of the sub-bands coefficients were calculated
at each direction, whereby 36 statistical features (4 parameters*3 sub-bands*3 levels) were extracted.
E(x) =

Fig. 3. Scheme of Ensemble Learning. Random subspaces are obtained from feature space dim and randomly and uniformly divided
into each dsub

N
1 X
(xi − yi )2 .
N
k=1

(9)

N
2
1 X
A(n)i − S(n)i
N

(10)

k=1

where S(n) = {H(n), D(n), V (n)} , n = 1, 2, 3 .
The last 9 statistical features were obtained by this
equation, because mean square errors were calculated for
horizontal, diagonal and vertical detail coefficients and
for all three levels.
2.4 Ensemble classifier
Next block in steganalytic scheme is classifier, where
input of classifier is set of statistical features calculated
in previous step. Result of classification process is the
trained model between cover images and stego images
that were obtained by specific steganographic method.
Proposed steganalytic method in this paper utilizes Ensemble classifier.
Improved efficiency of individual classifiers is achieved
by combination models, consisting of more individual
classifiers. Classifier made by this technology is called Ensemble Classifier. Some techniques of combined models
are Bootstrap Aggregation and Boosting.
1) Bootstrap Aggregation (bagging)
Ensemble classifier consists of many base learners BL
independently trained on a subset dsub of feature dimensions dim of input cover and stego images (Fig. 3). Each
base learner is a simple classifier working with (uniformly)
randomly selected subspace of the feature space. In the
testing phase, each base learner produces final decision
whether testing subset of features belongs to cover or
stego class. Final decision is made by aggregating of each
minority decision [15].
This technique is known as bootstrap aggregation or
bagging.
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2) Boosting
Other method of combined learning is boosting. Boosting combine many weak learners (base learners) to make
one strong with high accuracy. One of the earliest boosting frameworks is AdaBoost. AdaBoost, in comparison to
bagging, trains individual base learners sequentially and
every base learner focuses on samples that were more difficult to classify by previous base learners. The final decision is achieved by majority decision based on minority
decisions of all base learners. This method achieves high
accuracy and high efficiency of training time [15].
3 Experimental results
The first verification of the proposed steganalytic
method used 285 statistical features from DCT domain
and it was focused on comparison of two classifier types,
specifically SVM with linear kernel function (L-SVM) and
Ensemble classifier. From two ensemble methods mentioned in the section 2.4 we have decided for boosting.
As base learners we used FLD classifier (Fisher Linear
Discriminant analysis). Its detailed description is shown
in [16]. FLD is a relatively simple classifier with fast algorithm appropriate to boosting method that uses weak
learners to make a strong one.
Table 1. Comparison of detection accuracy for the SVM and Ensemble classifier

Testing
algorithm

bpnz

L-SVM

Ensemble

TPR (%) ACR (%) TPR (%) ACR (%)

0.1

65.2

78.4

65.1

78.5

0.25
0.5
1

94.4
98.6
100

92.5
95.4
98.5

93.7
98.1
100

92.6
95.3
98.2

0.1
0.25
MHF-DZ
0.5
1

64.5
64.4
70.6
82.8

61.9
74.7
79.9
87.8

65.1
64.1
70.6
83.4

61.7
74.9
78.7
88.1

MB1

0.1
0.25
0.5
1

75.7
90.4
96.6
100

81.4
93.3
97.2
98.9

75.5
90.1
96.4
100

81.6
92.4
97.1
98.4

MB2

0.1
0.25
0.5
1

84.4
92.5
98.1
100

83.2
92.4
94.5
97.7

84.6
92.1
98.4
100

82.1
92.1
94.9
97.1

0.1
0.25
0.5
1

95.2
94.3
91.9
92.7

94.4
97.5
95.9
95.1

94.1
94.7
92.3
93.4

93.1
95.4
95.1
95.9

F5

PQ

This experiment verified detection accuracy of created
models for 5 specific steganographic methods (F5, MHF-

DZ, MB1, MB2 and PQ) - binary classification. The steganalyzer performance is highly susceptible to the size of
secret message, which is denoted by bpnz (bit per nonzero AC DCT coefficients). The percentage value TPR
(True Positive Rate) is expressed as true detection of
stego images and the value ACR (Accuracy) is expressed
as overall detection accuracy.
As is shown in the Tab. 1, the overall detection accuracy for the Ensemble classifier is very similar (small
deviations in tenths of a percent) as in SVM classification
system with a linear kernel function. The comparing of
these classifiers showed the advantage of Ensemble classifier based on lower time of training process. Distribution
of the set of statistical parameters into smaller units and
the use of FLD reduced the computational and time complexity of the training model as is shown in the Tab. 2.
The verification of training time was conducted on a sample of static images N trn in number from 1 000 to 28 000 ,
specifically for MB1 steganographic method.
The comparison of classifiers was realized by a computer with an Intel core i5 processor with a clock rate
2 × 2.5 GHz. As is shown in the Tab. 2, classification process of eg 12 000 static images, was taken 6 hours and
30 minutes for the SVM classifier and for the Ensemble
classifier it decreased to 1 minute. These values reflect
only the actual training time, not the time of the extraction of statistical parameters, which also takes some
time depending on the computational complexity of extracted statistical features. These results show that using of Ensemble classifier in the proposed steganalytic
method with specific size of statistical vector is highly
effective.
Table 2. The comparison of training time for SVM and Ensemble
classifier

N trn

SVM
(training time)

Ensemble
(training time)

1 000
2 000
400
8 000
12 000
16 000
20 000
28 000

2m
11 m
38 m
2 h 49 m
6 h 30 m
13 h
–
–

5s
< 30 s
30 s
<1m
1m
1 m 18 s
1 m 43 s
2 m 14 s

Proposed image steganalytic method have extracted
285 statistical features from DCT domain and it was verified by two steganographic methods using DWT domain
for the embedding of the secret message [17, 18]. As the
results show in the Tab. 3, designed steganalytic method
extracted 285 statistical features from DCT domain only
provides worse results for the detection of steganographic
methods embedded secret message in the DWT domain
as previously verified methods using DCT domain.
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Table 3. The comparison of detection accuracy for statistical steganalysis with vector length 285 (only DCT features) and 285+46
(DCT + DWT features) statistical features

Verified
methods
Wavelet
Stego
[17]
Proposed
method
DWT
[18]

bpp

SS (285)

SS (285 + 46)

TPR (%) ACR (%) TPR (%) ACR (%)

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3

65.2
68.4
73.2
78.1

67.4
69.5
72.3
75.6

92.4
96.1
99.1
100

91.4
96.8
98.8
99.1

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3

63.1
65.4
70.4
73.4

62.9
64.5
69.9
71.2

89.9
94.1
95.9
98.1

89.4
94.4
96.1
97.8

Table 3 shows the value of a successful detection of
stego images TPR and the overall detection accuracy
ACR for the steganalytic method extracted a set of 285
statistical features from DCT domain (SS (285)) and statistical steganalytic method with the addition of features
extracted mainly from DWT domain (SS (285+46)) after application of the Haar functions. These all extracted
statistics are explained in more details in Subsection 2.3.
Two steganographic methods used for embedding secret
message using modification of transform coefficients in
specific level of two-dimensional DWT were selected for
the verification of proposed steganalytic methods.
The first testing steganographic method is marked as
“WaveletStego” where image is firstly transformed into
the Haar DWT domain. Next, the secret message is reorganized into a string of bits using Huffman coding. Subsequently, each bits’ triplet of that Huffman code (eg 000
to 111) is selected and inserted instead of the three lowest
bits of sub-band coefficients in the selected cover image
obtained by 2D Haar DWT. Subsequently, inverse DWT
is applied to these modified sub-band, whereby an image with an embedded secret message is obtained. This
method is further described in [17].
The second of the testing steganographic methods is
own designed method [18], also working in DWT domain.
This method is based on embedding of text into colorful
static images and it also solves lossless conversion between
RGB and YCb Cr models if secret message is embedded
into the chrominance component Cb . This component
was chosen because of the smallest impact on perceptive
imperceptibility after inserting of the secret messages.
Cb component is not modified directly, but it is transformed using 2D Haar DWT. Subsequently, the LSB bits
of the sub-band HH (alternatively also the sub-bands HL
and LH) is modified by bits of the secret message. This
method is further described in [18].
The both steganographic methods were tested for two
lengths of statistical vector used in the process of steganalysis. Verification were realized for different sizes of
inserted secret message expressed by parameter bpp (bits
per pixels). This parameter expresses the number of secret
message bits relative to the total number of image pixels.

The comparison of detection accuracy was realized for
statistical steganalytic method which extracted 285 statistical parameters (SS (285)) from DCT domain and statistical vector with previous features plus 46 new features
(SS (285+46)) mainly extracted from Haar DWT domain.
As is shown in the Fig. 4, better results are achieved by
statistical vector SS (285+46), where the selected statistics are able to capture the changes carried out in DWT
transform coefficients.
The comparison of steganographic methods shows that
higher detection accuracy was obtained for the detection of “WaveletStego” method. The previously proposed
DWT method had advantage especially in the small sizes
of secret message, where was achieved the distraction of
secret messages in the image by using AES encryption. It
makes the detection process more complicated.

100

ARC (%)

90
80

SS(285)

SS(285+46)

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0.05

0.1

0.2
0.3
Capacity (bpp)

Fig. 4. The ACR comparison of statistical vector SS (285) and
SS (285+46) in image steganalysis for the steganographic method
WaveletStego

The next verification of proposed steganalytic method
was focused on its comparison with existing image steganalytic methods. Proposed method used an Ensemble classifier and statistical vector with the length SS (285+46)
was compared with current image steganalytic methods
published in [5] and [7].
The first compared method [5] is based on the extraction of statistical vector with the length 360, while the
main part consists of Markov model statistical parameters from transition matrices. The classification into stego
or cover object class was performed by CNPCA classifier
[6]. The second compared method [7] uses a DWT domain
for the extraction of statistical parameters. As parameters
were used statistical moments of the characteristic functions in the verified images. They were also calculated for
version expressed prediction-error image between the test
image and its predicted version. In this method, overall
length of statistical vector is 78 features and neural networks were used as a classifier.
The comparison detection accuracy results (ACR) of
the proposed method SS (285+46) and existing methods
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are illustrated in Tab. 4. The proposed image steganalytic method SS (285+46) and described existing methods were verified by four selected steganographic methods
F5, Outguess, MB and JPHS. The size of an embedded
secret message was expressed by parameter bpnz.
Results show that the proposed method SS (285+46)
reaches in most cases better ACR as the other steganalytic methods. However, a secret message embedded
by steganographic method MB (Model-Based) was detected with higher accuracy using method from Xuan et
al as the proposed method. This was caused since the
MB method is especially detectable using statistics from
Markov model and currently method from Xuan et al is
based on extraction of these features.
Table 4. The comparison of the proposed steganalytic method SS
(285+46) with existing methods

of steganographic method F5 for three verified steganalytic methods is illustrated in other way in the Fig. 5.
ARC (%)
100
Xuan et al. [5] SS(285+46)
90
Shi et al. [7]
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0.25

0.4

0.6
0.6
Capacity (bpnz)

Fig. 5. The comparison detection accuracy of steganographic
method F5 for three steganalytic methods

Xuan et al
[5]

Shi et al
[7]

SS
(285+46)

ACR (%)

ACR (%)

ACR (%)

0.25
0.4
0.6
0.8

74.6
84.3
94.3
95.4

61.4
69.4
72.1
78.4

75.1
91.4
98.5
99.1

0.05
0.1
0.15
Outguess
0.2
0.25
0.4

71.2
91.4
93.1
97.9
96.4
97.9

54.1
64.3
70.1
74.9
78.9
81.2

76.1
94.1
95.9
97.9
98.1
98.6

MB

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1

84.1
96.4
99.1
99.4
99.7
99.7

53.4
59.6
65.9
69.7
74.4
78.6

85.4
94.6
98.9
98.9
98.9
98.9

JPHS

0.1
0.25
0.4
0.5
0.6

75.4
81.4
87.6
87.9
90.4

59.5
64.1
66.9
71.2
73.4

76.1
89.1
89.4
92.1
94.3

Verified
methods

F5

bpnz

The lowest detection accuracy was achieved by method
from authors Shi et al , since this method is only based on
extraction of statistical features from DWT domain which
do not provide sufficient detection accuracy of steganographic methods which utilize DCT or JPEG domain.
This property shows also other available techniques using the limited parameters from the DWT domain which
are more mentioned in [19].
This verification confirmed the known property that
the detection accuracy is increased with the enlarging of
the secret message size for all steganographic methods.
The comparison of the overall detection accuracy (ACR)

4 Discussion
On the basis of experimental results, it can be pronounced that the better way is a chosen of Ensemble
classifier rather than L-SVM due to much faster computational algorithm and comparable efficiency. An adding
of the 46 characteristic features extracted from DWT domain caused higher steganalyzer accuracy of the testing
steganography algorithms. The comparison of the verified steganalytic methods from the previous section shows
that a higher length of statistical vector does not always
guarantee a higher detecting success rate of secret messages. Method from Xuan et al extracts 360 features, but
it achieves lower detection accuracy for 3 of 4 verified
steganographic methods than the proposed method. An
important characteristic is the selection of those statistical features that clearly expresses the difference between
the image version with and without secret messages in
order to avoid false assignment in the classification.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the novel image steganalytic method that combines features extracted from DCT
(285 statistical parameters) and DWT domain (46 statistical parameters). The aim of research was proposed
steganalytic method that will be able to detect steganographic methods that are based on the modification transform coefficients in DCT and/or DWT domain. The proposed method SS (285+46) was compared with existing steganalytic method. Results show that the proposed
method SS (285+46) reaches better detection accuracy
as existing steganalytic methods from Xuan et al and Shi
et al in most cases. The comparison of testing methods
proves that a higher number of statistical vector does not
always guarantee a higher detection accuracy of secret
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messages. Ensemble classifier is used in classification process, since it reduces time and computational complexity
as is shown in experimental results.
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